
Oregon Country Fair Board of Directors' Meeting 
Monday June 2, 2014 7:05 NW Youth Corps, Columbia Room 

  
Board members present: Diane Albino (alternate), John 'Chewie' Burgess, Casey Marks-Fife 
(alternate), Paxton Hoag, Lucy Kingsley, Jack Makarchek (president), Indigo Ronlov (vice-
president), Kirk Shultz, Jon Silvermoon , Lawrence Taylor, Sue Theolass, Bear Wilner-
Nugent.  Peach Gallery present: Staff (Charlie, norma, Robin, Tony, Andy, Shane), Officers 
(Hilary, Grumpy, Randy), 39 members and guests. 
 

Agenda review 
 

New business 
 
Candidate forum planning (Jack) 
Reschedule August Board meeting to Sunday after the Teddy Bear Picnic (Jon)  
Appoint Tom Barr to LUMP Committee (Paxton) 
All catered volunteer functions of OCF to provide meals with only 100% free GMO foods (Casey) 
  

Announcements 
 
Reggie: For the Eugene Celebration parade, we have found a flag maker to make an OCF official 
flag. I’ve given Charlie a budget for the OCF flag as well as US and OR flags that will be flying in 
unison with an honor guard behind the OCF banner in the parade. There is also a float on a flat 
bed truck provided by one of the crafters. More information will be provided after the Fair.  
Bear: Coordinators get your meal counts to Quartermaster as early as possible.  
Peggy: In the May FFN there was some Elder dates that were wrong. The next elder meeting is a 
potluck at Kay’s house on June 26th at 6:00. The Old Timers Picnic is on June 28th at 6:00 at the 
Youth Stage. 
Chewie: This Saturday, June 7th, at 155 Blair is the 12th annual Sasquatch Brew Festival 
celebrating the life of Glen Hay Falconer and the headliner is the Cherry Poppin Daddies. 
Sue: In the May issue of the FFN, it noted the BFTF will meet on June 3rd, that is wrong and we 
will reconvene post Fair. The Craft Committee originally scheduled for next Wednesday night will 
meet post-Fair in August.   
 

Reports 
 
Charlie: Another hectic but productive month is behind us and Main Camp is set to open on time 
and in full operation. There are so many volunteers and crews to thank for the incredible 
outpouring of time, effort, materials, generosity of spirit and their love for the OCF that I really 
cannot list them all here. You know who you are and just how much you have given already this 
season and my deep, heartfelt gratitude goes out to each and every one of you! It really is hard to 
list how many different things are happening at once out on site right now and have been 
consistently since the storm changed our collective path for the year. It feels like we have already 
put in a full Main Camp just to get to the point where we can open Main Camp but the good news 
is we will open next Saturday as planned. The site will be open as usual during Main Camp so it 
is time to come out and get your part of the Fair ready to go for our 45th year of the big show! 
While the progress in storm recovery has been nothing short of astounding, there are still plenty 
of hazards around, and above, out at site. Please stay aware and make sure you get updates 
from the greeter or QM as to which area’s still need attention. Also, a quick reminder that during 
Main Camp if you are not on an approved crew and working at the specific direction of a 
coordinator you should not be staying on site. Our pre-fair populations continue to grow, as we do 
overall, but it is a fragile and delicate ecosystem that we are stewards of out at site and we must 
continually seek to maintain a balance if we expect to sustain our site and our event. Please no 
camping until your crew is supposed to be camping. This is particularly important this year as we 
continue to clear access and complete recovery on site.  



We had the second of two all hands work parties this past weekend. Huge thanks to all who came 
out! The progress is truly impressive and it is amazing what a couple hundred of us can 
accomplish in a day.  
Our ticket sales are looking great and are currently a little ahead of last year. We are working with 
TicketsWest to help us try some new tools in their system to get the word out even farther and 
help us maintain momentum at the box office. We are doing the first of three ticket package 
giveaways this week. If you are not getting direct outreach on this just go to our Facebook page 
to find out how you and your friends can enter to win and if you haven’t already, don’t forget to 
like us while you are there. 
I have signed the Lane County Sheriff contracts for our coverage at Maple and Bus gates and it 
looks as if there will be enough staffing on their end to cover the complete request. It also looks 
like there will be more overall traffic enforcement coverage in the area this year. It’s no fun if you 
get a ticket but it sure does help keep the access arteries in the community flowing and trouble 
free. 
Things are moving ahead quickly on the new Main Camp home for White Bird that you approved 
last month and they should be up and running right on schedule in their new, more functional 
digs, when Main Camp opens. We have also added more away teams to keep up with demand 
during the Fair and in preparation for the new away station next year in the security peninsula. 
Speaking of the security peninsula, the new home for pre-post & external security is well 
underway. I know there was a bit of anxiety after the Dragon burned as to whether or not we 
could adequately replace the lost functionality from their previous home, especially since we had 
gone back and forth on whether or not to include this in phase one or two of the larger project. 
However, I think that anxiety has been addressed and folks are getting excited about an even 
better and more functional home for their Fair activities. 
The Inventory Yurt is open for business by appointment and we will be doing some selected 
appointments at the town Fair office again on Wednesdays in June. Coordinators, please reach 
out to Lucy to get on the schedule at a time that works best for you. 
Booth Registration has moved their entire operation out to Main Camp and will be open for 
business during their regular posted hours   
This year’s Mandatory Food Booth Meeting is at Harris Hall June 10 at 6:30PM in case any of you 
on the BOD are interested in attending. It is worth checking out if you haven’t been before. There 
is a ton of information that gets passed on and it is our annual opportunity to connect with the Fair 
food community as a group. 
With Main Camp opening on Saturday, I would like to take this last opportunity to say, as we all 
come together over the next 7 weeks, to express our collective alternative vision, remember to 
slow down and appreciate our home and one another. While we have all experienced the power, 
beauty and love that are our magical event, how we arrive at that destination is what really sets 
us apart as a community, as a family and ultimately as an event. Take good care of yourself, your 
friends, your family and our beloved site as we go through Main Camp together and much of the 
rest will take care of itself. I will look forward to seeing you out on site as we fill our hearts while 
nurturing the 45th annual Oregon Country Fair into manifestation!  
Jon: I also noticed at the Coordinators Potluck there were a number of children with no visible 
adult supervision. Given the safety concerns with the storm damage I was concerned about the 
number of kids without supervision.  
Charlie: I’m glad you brought it up. I have a note in my longer Board report. We will be working 
this through the greeter’s sheet. The site is a working construction project for the next six weeks. 
There is a guideline that notes no bikes other than service bikes. We went to multiple groups of 
parents and told them to put the bikes away and keep an eye on the kids. This is a crew problem 
and people should not be bringing kids onsite if they are not going to be under supervision.  
Shane: It’s been quite a couple of months. I am amazed with the people giving up their time to 
repair the site. If you see Tree, Camping, Construction, Site, Kitchen crews, give them a special 
thanks. They put in well over 100 hours before Main Camp is actually open.  
Tony: I’d like to echo Shane’s comments on the time people have given being amazing. The new 
kitchen has been plumbed. Thanks for your patience for those that just wanted to go for a walk on 
the site. There is still lots of stuff to do out there. The public and booths have been the priority, so 
booths are going to need to be cleaned out and patience continues to be needed. Report all of 



the site dangers through QM. The 4th of July is the Friday before the Fair. this means we will forgo 
the larger celebration and do early site closure. Coordinators and crews, look for an email 
describing this process.   
norma: The office will be open at 9:00 on Saturday. Some of the stage schedules are online, 
including Solar, Vaudeville and Main stages. Other stages will be up on the website soon. We’ve 
signed a contract with the ATM folks to have 2 at Dragon plaza and one at Main Stage. We are 
gathering materials for the financial review.  August 16th is the Teddy Bear Picnic with the Sugar 
Beets! If you want to help out, let me know. This is a participatory event. 
Andy: The kitchen remodel after the tree smashed the back of the kitchen is going well. The 
Construction crew did a bang up job. Lots of people have helped but there should be a special 
thanks to Michael Head who did professional job of electrical work in the back of the kitchen. We 
should make everything we do like we did the back of the kitchen.   
Robin: The roster for Culture Jam is full with 55 14-18 year olds that are ready to go. The hardest 
part of my job is the lottery for placement of the kids in Culture Jam. Keep trying if you did not get 
placed in the lottery.  There is a staff of 27 youth mentors, two lead facilitators. I want to give big 
thanks to John Duran who has run the kitchen for 13 years. John is stepping back and we’ve 
been working on a transition. Dale and Pamela Duval,l who were in the transition, could not do it 
this year, and Cava Shotard, who has worked a lot with John, will be running the kitchen. I am still 
calling out for those that want to come and put in a shift or two in the Culture Jam kitchen. We 
have gotten $4000 donations from Rex Foundation. We had this with the help of Leslie Scott, who 
went to Mountain Girl, and Sandy Sohcot, the executive director of the Rex Foundation, helped 
us with the second year. Sandy stepped back and Cameron came on and we hit a wall because 
they wanted to spread their funds out, so they are not doing return donations. Leslie talked to 
Mountain Girl and hopefully got us a $1000 grant from the Rex Foundation. I did this with the help 
of Linda Reymers, who has been a great resource. Even with the loss of the Rex Foundation, we 
are doing well. We are looking to do a direct request of funds from parents of Culture Jammers. It 
has been hard to get grants when they look at the budget of the Fair and they ask why should we 
give you money. Sandy Sohcot will be part of Spoken Word this year. Her curriculum on ‘the 
world as it could be’ teaching creative arts based on teaching the ‘declaration of human rights.’ 
The office will be open for walk-in business from 1:00 to 5:00 during pre-Fair.  

Committee 
 
Elders Committee: The Elders Committee met on May 22, 2014, 7 PM at the Fair Office. 
Motion to approve April’s minutes was approved.  
The committee received, read and discussed a letter sent by elder applicant DLK.  His application 
for elder status included a statement that it had been faxed before the due date but evidence was 
lacking so since the application subcommittee has disbanded for the season and the numbers 
turned in, Patricia will contact him with the information that his application will be reviewed in the 
fall. 
Still Living Room - Bonnie Clarke and Marsha Masters will be co-chairing the Still Living Room. 
Jim Page will be playing on our stage on Saturday starting at 3 p.m.  Terry will be on site to 
discuss Archives on Friday 2-4 p.m., Saturday and Sunday noon-2 p.m.   Jain will write an 
article/schedule for the Peach Pit as has been done in previous Fairs. 
Camping - The next work party will be Saturday, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. on June 14.  The wood chips are 
ready for placement. There are only 8 sites left to date. 
  
LPFM Update- Michael passed around cookies that displayed the LPFM logo, delicious and 
beautiful.  In order to apply for the permit for the antennae we need $2660; once submitted it will 
take 6 months for the permit to be granted.  Due to the tight timing issue, the task force will start 
fundraising immediately.  A donor form will be on the website, KOCF.org.  Information will also be 
available at the wristbands booth.  Other fundraising activities brainstormed.  Work plan chart was 
shared for review.  Progress was made on the business plan.           
Jennifer was authorized to research and implement an improved web experience for Elders.  She 
will set up a prototype and demo it for the Elders committee before we vote on making further 
changes.   This would be a private domain site with our own security, allowing us more privacy 
than the current Yahoo group.  It is NOT a Facebook entity.  People would need to give their 



permission to be on the site.  Video tutorials may be developed.  Hopefully this would encourage 
more participation among Elders. 
Events SC Report – The Memorial Project will be combined with the Events subcommittee.  
Old Timer’s Picnic - June 28, 6 p.m. at the Youth Stage.  Letter was read that will be left at the 
office tonight alerting pre-fair crew of the event and items usually provided by the fair, requests for 
couches, wood, etc.  Main camp meal is supplemented by desserts we provide. 
July 7, Meet-n-Greet at Alice’s firepit.  Licia will arrange for the band members to get day passes 
for a day they chose as have been provided in the past and she will speak with Tony.  Jon is 
helping coordinate their entry into the fair and set up. 
NEXT MEETING:  The June Elder Meeting, as usual, will be held at Kay’s on June 26th.  Bring a 
chair and potluck item.  Setup is 4:30 p.m., food at 6 and meeting starts at 7 p.m.  A table will be 
set up and colored pencils available to color the map for displaying at the Still Living Room. 
Directions to 84674 Hilltop Drive, Pleasant Hill:  From I-5 south of Eugene, take the Highway 58 
exit east (that is the next exit south of 30th).  Look for the 7-mile marker on the right, Hilltop Drive 
will be the next left.  Go 1 ½ miles to driveway on the left, driveway will be marked and is about ¾ 
miles to house, 541 726-7343. 
 
Kirk: I’ll speak for Path Planning and CLOG. We did have a Path Planning meeting this month. 
There were lots of end of year agenda items and a first pass presenting Dragon ideas that are 
now refined. There was also a look at the Craft Bubble area. There will be some Path Planning 
ideas show up in the Craft Bubble in our Steward-ship area. There will be maps of what is to 
come, including a model of the Dance Pavilion. CLOG continues to meet and integrate the Art 
Application process. Hilary and Sally are working on the color and the organization of the Craft 
Bubble.   
Charlie: CLOG consists of six of us, but among Kirk, Hilary and Sallie – they have met every 
week since last May and will continue to do so. I would like to hear from Hilary on what the 
Bubble is going to look like.  
Hilary: Sure, I will refer to the Peach Pit article. You will be able to access the Bubble by coming 
in Chela Mela and walking past the Morning Wood and there is a big wide opening, with lots of 
tents and flow arts. There will be people doing yoga and hula hoop. Those organizing this are 
from the fire dancers, March Fourth Marching Band, and stilt walkers. They have recruited people 
that are in the circus arts. There will be a schedule in the Peach Pit on the workshops that are 
being taught. And there is also an open area to borrow a hula hoop to join in. Sallie has been 
working to highlight the Fair’s stewardship efforts. There will be an actual Steward-Ship. There 
will be art installations that have been at other festivals. There will be a model of the Dance 
Pavilion that will be in this area next year. We’ll be doing a survey on what kind of dance people 
are interested in. It will be fun place to check out. 
norma: I hope you saw the article in the FFN on the Jill Heiman Vision Fund and where your food 
vouchers go when you donate this year. We reviewed 37 applications that were all well written 
and deserved the grant money. We could unfortunately only pick five of them that were noted in 
the FFN.  
 

Member Input 
 
Barbara Newhouse Winslow: I have a request for a bench that honors those that went before us.  
Near archeology area, there is a favorite Yew tree that a number of the early members of the Fair 
tried to keep standing up. They put a lot of love into this tree and a lot of those people have left 
us, like John Winslow, the first caretaker of the Fair. The tree has finally come down, and I’d like 
to make the pieces of this tree into a bench near where the tree stood to reflect on those that 
came before us. I would like permission to use the pieces of this tree for this bench.  
Reggie: The tree she speaks of, I estimate to be from 1200 to 2000 years old. On Fair property 
one of the Yew trees, by my estimate, is up to 3000 years old. What Barbara is proposing is that it 
is not our blood that binds us; it is our souls that binds us. All our souls protect us on this 
property.  
Charlie: Barbara, give me a call and we’ll work on this.  



Kirk: I am fortunate to be part of the first annual pre,pre,pre—Fair. I want to give my personal 
thanks to site and tree crew for all their work. They have been wonderful. Site crew with Shelly’s 
leadership and Shane moving into the site is really wonderful. I want to give a shout out to the 
Construction crew for what you’ve done on the kitchen. We made several well-needed 
improvements. I want to thank the staff for putting up with me – I have sent an inordinate number 
of emails. I want to personally thank Dustin for his work on the grey water pit. He was putting in a 
new sump pump and would not stop for the tacos at dinner when he was so close to finishing. We 
are all a giant potluck – each gift is beautiful. We are doing a lot of pot lucking this year. I also 
give thanks to the Board who are handling a lot of shifts in the budget.   
Spirit: Gratitude to Site, Tree, VegManEcs and Construction crews. I’ve likened this whole thing 
since the storm and the burning of the Dragon to an emotional roller coaster. Like Charlie said, 
there has been angst at times and I liken it to the roller coaster because at times it’s been scary 
and anxiety producing and you have to remember to throw up your hands and let go and have fun 
through this process. So, thank you all for taking this ride with me and our crews – here we are 
together: Best Fair Ever!  

Secretary’s Report 
 
Randy: I’m sorry to have had to miss the Coordinators Potluck yesterday. I hope everyone had a 
great time, took care of some business and had lots of great food.  
Upcoming Consent calendar items for August include:  
 Eugene Sunday Streets $500 (no sponsor) 
 Friends of Civic Stadium $500 (Sue) 
 OSLP $1000 (Chewie) 
We are in a non-consent calendar two months – June and July. 
We got a thank you from Margaret Hallock of Wayne Morse Center for Law and Politics. 
Upstart Crow had a note in the Board packet from Eularee Smith to note a move from one 
production to another.   
I have a work conflict for the August Board meeting and am working to find a Recording Secretary 
replacement for that month. I’ve ask our dear Bill Ganser, and he will try to make it, but is unsure 
of his situation for that month. If you are interested, please let me know.  
 
 

Treasurer’s Report 
 
Grumpy: We’ve gone through a heck of a budget cycle and several things have changed, but it 
doesn’t mean we should throw out our principles and the way we budget. One of the things that 
this means is if you have a budget, like a Coordinator or Capital Project budget, you should stick 
to it and if you can’t stick to it you should come to Charlie, one of the Treasurers or your budget 
liaison to see if it can be changed. You should do this, if at all possible, before you spend the 
money. Our policy is if you go over budget and haven’t got the approval, you will be responsible 
for the amount you went over, not the Fair. This has already happened a couple of times in the 
last month and it is not good policy. We try to be fair and work it out, but at some point someone 
is going to say no. We will not continue to enable those that spend the money that they want to 
spend. In Capital Projects we had $2500, most of which has already been spent, for changes that 
were made. It is pretty disappointing to me to then see a $9000 budget item come up. Sometimes 
you have to take a step back and decide if you want to spend a lot of money on something that 
may or may not be something we want long term. Remember we had budgeted $2500 for this.   
Charlie: I was going to ask that we do the Dragon piece last of the budgetary. 
Jon: The items that you were concerned about that have gone over budget, were they Capital 
Projects or Crew budgets?  
Grumpy: The one I’m thinking about is a Capital Project.  
Charlie: There are two budget adjustments that I want to talk about tonight. One of them, I want to 
bump to July. It is a Water Crew adjustment around a truck that did not make it into their basic 
budget. I’d like to delay this one because it doesn’t change anything for us. Another one is a late 
edition to Water Crew for a $400 item to mix an ascorbic acid to mix in with the bleach we use to 
sanitize the public drinking water system in the eight before we dispose of it. This makes a much 



less environmental impact. The last piece is the Downtown Veneta Farmers Market that we 
funded last year to the tune of about $1800. They are shifting to Saturday and are looking to do a 
new era of the partnership. The reason this is sponsorship and not a donation is because they 
are in the process of getting their 501C6 and have not completed it. I’ve covered the questions 
that I’ve got from Jon Silvermoon.   
Lucy moved and Indigo seconded to donate $2305 from the Board Change Line item to 
support the Veneta Farmers Market. 
John Beezup: We have been working for the last year to make the Veneta Farmers Market a 
501C6, more sustainable and to make it long term. Last year’s OCF support did help primarily 
with music and entertainment. This year we want to continue with the music promotion from last 
year and add a children’s booth for art and culture to educate children about farming and farmer’s 
markets. Thank you and come to the Veneta Farmers Market Saturdays from 9:00 to 1:00 at the 
corner of Luther Lane and Territorial Road.  
Jon: The money for entertainment looks like you are asking for 50% from your budget. Where are 
you getting the other 50%?  
John Beezup: We have other smaller sponsorships and we are using vendor fees. 
Jon: Why does it cost $30 to put our logo on the poster? 
John: The $30 should not be part of that total.  
Jon: The advertising you have is for the Eugene Weekly. Are you going to do multiple ads?   
Marie Pickett (VFM): We probably will only do one ad. We have identified what we call 4 dead 
days during the market season. This is why part of what we want to do is market to Fair folks.  
Jon: The budget of $600 for advertising in the Eugene Weekly is probably more than you need. 
Bill Shreve at EW will do co-sponsorships if you approach him.   
Hilary: I think it is great you have moved to Saturday. We can do some synchronicity by getting 
out the word to our volunteers and booth people that you are open on Saturdays. There are 
farmers who participate in other farmers markets who at the end of the weekend donate their 
leftovers to the Fair or Culture Jam kitchen.   
Grumpy: So you know, this line item had $15,700 budgeted in it. If you do this, we will have spent 
$3805, leaving $11,089.  
Jon: Will we get our logo on your ad?  
John: Definitely! 
Jon: I am supportive of this, but I don’t think it should come out of the Change line item. In my 
view the Change Line Item is more for political changes. I would rather see it come out of 
Charlie’s Community Relations line item. I have concerns overall. Right now our budget is 
projected to be only $20,000 in the black and we are talking about adding stuff. And we are still 
four or five weeks out from the Fair. I am quite sure that there will be other unanticipated things 
that will come up. I would be open, after the Fair, to adjust Charlie’s budget upward, assuming 
everything works out fine. I would like to ask the maker of the motion for a friendly amendment to 
have this come out of the Community Relations line item rather than the Change line item.   
Charlie: I told you my preference, but threw both out there as options. As a board it makes more 
of an impact where you want to see it come from.  
Lucy: I am not inclined to accept Jon’s friendly amendment.  
  
Jon moved and Paxton seconded to have this budget item come out of the General 
Managers Community Relations line item rather than the Change line item.   
Bear: I support the amendment; I think it is a more logical place. The Change line item was 
exclusively created for political and social change, but not for this.  
LT: Jon and Bear are right on this point.  
Paxton: I think this is an appropriate place to put this and I’m perfectly willing to adjust it later if we 
need to add more for the parade.  
Chewie: I’m fine with it coming out of the Community Relations budget, but this is definitely social 
change for Veneta, so don’t think that it is not.   
Lucy: I certainly see it as social change, and it’s about politics. It’s about feeding ourselves and 
what is more political than that.  
Jack: I could see the sensitivity to deferring this as a board/membership donation for the 
community, which has a certain ring to it. Farmers markets in small communities are all 



struggling.  I had a thought of the post Orwellian world we are and how far off Orwell’s nightmare 
was to where we are right now. The pushback is coming from the smaller local communities who 
are really integral to our movement. If we ever have to rely on other than mass agriculture, this is 
really important. So as long as they get the money, my only question is Charlie did you have 
money in your budget to help the community? 
Charlie: If the parade goes forward and the Veneta winter parade happens, it will eat up most of 
the and require an adjustment later. Right now there is technically enough money to cover this 
donation request.  
Grumpy: Last year this donation came out of the Change line item.   
Jack: To speak to the notion of how important it is for this organization to support the Farmers 
market and the people that grow food locally is one of the a hedges we have against the large 
agri-business. I’d like it to come from the Board and if we have to make change to the Change 
line, we have that ability.  I want to be sensitive to the core values that we paid service to last 
Board meeting.   
Chewie: Is this Farmers market primarily organic? 
John: Yes 
Chewie: I would like it to come from the Board because it supports the community.  
Indigo: I would also like it come from the Board. Food is as political as it gets. Having our food 
come from a close proximity and not shipped from all over the world is revolutionary in today’s 
world, and should be supported by the board from our budget. Perhaps on post-Fair Mondays, 
there could be a Monday Farmer’s market so all of us going home would have fresh produce for 
dinner.	  	  
Sue: I think is a very powerful, political thing to talk to the people who are growing the food that 
we are nourishing ourselves with. To find out how and where it is raised; it needs to come from 
us.   
Paxton: It is still community outreach by me and I’d be happy to see this co-sponsorship 
indefinitely. I think it is more appropriate in GM budget.  
LT: All board directed donations are donations from the board in that sense. This seems to be a 
distinction without a difference in that sense. We are going to be voting on it, which means we did 
it. So the question of whether it is Community outreach or change is a different question from 
board action or not board action.  
Casey: We are spending a lot of time on something we are going to support and the debate is 
about where it is going to come from. From what I’ve heard we can use community outreach 
which is what is it for. The account as it stands has just enough to cover this donation, whereas 
our Change line has a substantial amount of money in it. It seems we give ourselves more 
options by keeping money in each one of these accounts.  
Motion fails 4 for, opposed Jack, Kirk, Indigo, Lucy, Sue and Chewie 
Martha: We are back to Board discussion of the main motion.  
Jon: I forgot to mention earlier that I do have a band and it is conceivable that I might want to play 
at this event, so I wanted to declare a conflict of interest with a band. I also see if with the $30 
reduction that the total is going to be $2275.   
Original motion: Lucy moved and Indigo seconded to donate $2305 $2275 from the Board 
Change Line item to support the Veneta Farmers Market. 
Motion passed 10-0 
 
Kirk moved and LT seconded to approve $9300 for the first year phase of a yin/yang 
fire/water Dragon plaza project. 
Kirk: We are out of process as we rattle our way to a future that we didn’t expect because of the 
burn. This is a master plan proposal for a tails entwined pair of dragons lining the eastand south 
portions of Dragon plaza. The 2014 target is to provide the functional fences and occupant 
spaces we must have while also achieving an overall skeleton that will make a fun/whole 
presentation of a work in progress. It is an inspiring idea that we hope will encourage donations of 
recycled and other materials. The project is outside of our normal processes due to 
circumstances, however we have been able to have stakeholder meetings, multiple designers 
contributing and a presentation at the May 18th Path Planning meeting.  



Tony: Charlie and myself worked with the group on this yesterday and came up with numbers on 
the project. Process changes with storms and fire. Kirk is open to a multi-year build out rather 
than a single build out. Some of the operational necessities around PhotoID, backpack check, 
dog crew and 4A that are necessary to have in place this year. There are differences of opinion 
on how Dragon plaza should look and function. We move slow as a community and there are 
those that want more time to revise the front of the Fair and to have Dragon plaza as part of the 
Fair. There are others that appreciate Dragon plaza as the magical in between after you’ve gone 
through the Line in the Sand. I support the motion.  
Jon P: I support the project. This is our front and center icon that the public sees when they enter 
the Fair space.  I think that whatever we do on the move-out beyond the tree line, this will still be 
of value.   
Grumpy: I don’t support this, but I want to compliment the people that designed it. I am not sure 
that process wise this is what we want to do. There have been discussions about the front of the 
Fair. All of a sudden the front of the Fair has been captured by this design. I don’t think it’s been 
vetted enough to know this is what we want. I don’t think just because we have a fire that took out 
the tail of the Dragon that we have to go this way. Besides the budgetary things, we could build 
fences, and do other things to make it festive and a front. Some like, some don’t like the Dragon, 
if we do this we are committed to a Dragon for the next few years.  
Charlie: The Fair has evolved a lot of processes over time and sometimes there are gaps those 
processes that get revealed. We are in continuous evolution in how we make decisions, and what 
hierarchical elements are involved. Unfortunately this is the perfect storm of one of those holes in 
processes. This happened when we were up against a lot of other things and we were at the end 
of our budget process. Normally this would go through Capital projects, be vetted by multiple 
committees and have lots of time for bigger discussion on what we want to do collectively. We 
started with how to just get some basic fencing where there was a hole. We needed functionality 
for that space this year. It’s come a long way since then and sometimes these things take on a 
life of its own. M y personal vision was to rebuild part of the façade, and get to functionality this 
year and later when we had more time talk about the long term evolution of the art. New 
information came to the table – some of the basics – like posts we would need and replacing the 
electrical that was inadequate. One of the things that will catch up with is the electrical services 
for the tip of the peninsula. If you look at the costs of all that is in this budget item and take out 
some of the metal wing, you end up about where I thought we’d be – the $5000-6000 range. We 
need make it functional for things like 4A that have functional reasons for being where they are. I 
will get behind wherever we get this evening.   
Ben: I think we are talking about going a little fast with this process. I think by choosing to do a 
Dragon we are being more conservative. I loved the old Dragon, but I think we should have taken 
this chance to really blow everything up, but I don’t think we should think about how much it is 
going to cost us because I know people that work and build gateways at other festivals and what 
we are talking about is how much they got paid.  
Shawn: As a builder in the real world, I am used to defending my designs in my real world. We 
don’t know if this is what’s going to be here forever, so could the working spaces beneath 
become something different? The Dragon is a part of the festival so it’s important.  
Jon P: This was vetted with extensive discussion at Path Planning committee meeting. It was 
really important to rebuild the dragon and make a statement this year.  
Martha: I don’t like the dragon as a welcoming image to the Fair. It’s contrary to the land before 
we put a lot of money into the art piece we need to consider the welcoming symbolism.  
Hilary: The dragon is a strong image. Before the fire we were talking in CLOG about getting an 
Abraxus. Dragons will be at the Fair in different ways. Jon, I was at the meeting and it was the 
first time that design was presented. It was not vetted but there was not a vote or that the Path 
Planning was asked to do it. I liked what Charlie said on being able to break this out. The Board is 
being asked to vet this out. You are being asked to decide without out any alternatives. I think it 
would have been more responsible to say here’s what it will cost if we are just going for the 
functionality or if you want to build it out, here’s the whole cost. I’m not comfortable with saying 
this is what we should do; a more minimal version would be more appropriate.  
Andy: I remember when we built the first dragon and there was not a lot of discussion. There was 
a thumbnail sketch and they set fence posts and started throwing up sticks and we came up with 



this iconic thing. The art of the Fair is that you cannot plan it and we’re in a hurry and there are 
different artists and you get what you get. Nothing out there is permanent. There is a spirit of the 
Dragon in that area now. To see what happens is what we do out there. To over intellectualize 
this is foolhardy. Everyone that I ‘ve talked to are excited to get out there and it’s part of the fun 
we have, just let it happen; that’s how we do it at the Fair.  
Tony: I want to remind folks that it is not Dragon or not – the head of the Dragon is still there. The 
proposal is to put in fence line and connect the two heads. The additional stuff – electrical, fence 
line and the operational pieces must be in there. The Dragon is still there and we have to rebuild. 
Spirit: I understand we have to go with the flow around process and budget. Not to out you Kirk—
but there was a point where you were not sure you could do this. You worked with other people 
and what happened is function meeting art and we shouldn’t get in the way. The fact it’s 
multiplied is great – Yes, Yes, Yes   
Bear: We move too slowly as an organization and we spend too much time patting ourselves on 
the back for our process. I’m sick of good ideas being killed by process. I’m going to vote for this.  
Chewie: Thank you for putting all the energy into the designs. I was part of the original Dragon, 
but I don’t like the Dragon energy coming into the Fair. I’d like us to do something and not spend 
$10,000. If we don’t rebuild the Dragon, they win – I’ve heard that expressed and I’ve heard 
others say they are over the Dragon energy. It’s time to move to something else. I’ll not block the 
motion, but I don’t think it’s been vetted.  
LT: This is a more interesting discussion than I expected. There are people that oppose the 
Dragon came as a complete surprise to me. I agree with Bear, we have process for the 
involvement, but it’s a relief to know we can take action in a short period of time. Committees are 
interesting things; they say a camel is a horse made by committee, so I wonder what a camel 
created by committee would look like. Substantively – I had a different concept of what the front 
of the Fair discussion was than Dragon plaza. Welcoming is a nice concept because we welcome 
people at the Fair by making sure they are credentialed sort of a Teutonic welcome. I’d like to see 
the Fair as a temple that welcome the holy and banish the profane.  That we have guardians at 
our gates does not bother me at all. It is a cool looking proposal and will vote for it. 
Kirk: I do have a huge emotional investment in this thing. I was ready to throw in the towel. For 
years Jack and I talked about burning the art and start something new. Being attached to a piece 
because you made it is not good thing. At the Path Planning meeting after it burned, I shared 
stories of the old Dragon. I said that I did not know if I could go on and Charlie said the Dragon is 
not done with you yet.  One of the drawings – when the two came together – after some time I 
had the waking in the morning image that was a reaction to people’s comments. Phoenix rising 
was one, but functionally it is an art fence. This is where the blended elements of water and 
fire/yin—yang came together. Matt McCune has helped to bolster and help me.  We can go there 
or we cannot.  I personally struggle with the old head and tail and gluing the fence in the middle 
but it does have a sense of saving the stuffed animal’s head. Working on the fences is what we 
have to do; in the long range it’s subject to us. Grumpy mentioned $2500, I think you are 
mistaken on the $2500 we added in on the 4/6 Board meeting when we did the adjustment for 
Craft lot items. This was for the security tower and we set aside budget for this. We are doing the 
best we can.  
Paxton: I was surprised at Path Planning meeting at how much sentiment there was to rebuild it. 
It was a sentimental favorite. I’m concerned that we only have 38 days. I urge people to think 
practically about what is accomplishable. I would like to spend more time in Path Planning 
revising the concept of Dragon plaza. I’m willing to support this budget because I think supporting 
the creativity of the Fair family is a good idea.    
Lucy: For me, this is a beautiful place to consider where we want to go. What if the staircase was 
a double helix or a garuda, what if it was a phoenix, a sea serpent, for me it is an interesting place 
to begin. Certainly we need to do something for 38 days from now. I’d like to have the family have 
more time to consider and savor how we might proceed.  
Jon: Part of the area will be a new area for my dog control crew. It’s going to be the service dog 
rest area. I’m not sure it is the best location for it. But we’re willing to see how it works for us this 
year. We need a functional area, and $2500 does not get us the function we need. There are two 
issues, one is aesthetics and the other is the budget. If we were talking about constructing a dog. 
. . .  I wish we knew what unexpected expenses to expect, but I expect unexpected expenses. We 



are close to a budget that projects no excess income.  We could easily go into a budget that 
could go into a deficit. For me to balance that sort of fiduciary responsibility as a Board member 
versus wanting to do aesthetically pleasing things – there is a conflict there for me. I’m wondering 
if this could be scaled back. If the second Dragon could be pulled put off, what savings would 
there be? That $1200 may not seem like much, but I’m counting pennies now. I might be open to 
voting for something less than $9300. My long-range view of the Fair is that admissions are going 
to be out near Cart Central. I hate putting a large investment in this location that might make us 
hesitant to make other changes that are important down the line. I don’t think that I can vote for 
$9300 expenditure. I don’t know enough to come up with an alternative dollar figure. Whatever 
happens, don’t be surprised seeing a dog coming out of the belly of the Dragon. 
Casey:  I’d like to acknowledge that we have the opportunity with a group of people that created 
the first Dragon that found it within themselves to find renewed enthusiasm to do it again and 
better. Andyman, to your credit nothing here is permanent; we excel at setting things up and 
tearing them down. People seem to be rooted in their opinions. This is an opportunity to exceed 
people’s expectations. The expectation among the Fair family is that the Dragon burned down 
and we are going to do something to replace it. Jon, what I heard you say is that there is no 
reciprocal revenue with this thing. I don’t see it that way. There is no way that we shouldn’t 
commit to the enthusiasm for the people who have shown up months early.  We’ll have it in 38 
days, we can store it and take it down and build it into a Phoenix or a sea serpent or any of those 
things. For $1200, we can build the blue one – build the blue one!  We are too attached to the 
physical icons right now and the Phoenix that is rising out of the ashes of this Dragon is our new 
wave of freshness and enthusiasm. We should direct new young people and grow new minds to 
not feel like we are stifled by our process or our budget. That we can go out and exceed people’s 
expectations and have children and adults feel that feeling of awe in Dragon plaza. Make the 
magic for the people.  
Indigo:	  I very much appreciate Dragons. They are powerful and strong, and bring an amazing 
energy into the family. I saw the burning of dragon as opportunity to rethink what we are doing. 
I’m disappointed that we’ve ended up back with a second Dragon. I’d like more time. I’d like the 
$9300 go toward something we’ve not envisioned before. I’ve spent a lot of time traveling to some 
pretty amazing temples with entrances into grand places of worship. Our land is a place of 
worship for us. It could be anything, and I‘d like to see more time to see what we can create 
based on the contemplative breath rather than on urgency. We have so much imaginativeness in 
us. 38 days is a short time.	  
Sue: My concern is that is it possible without seeing volunteers as washed out spawned salmon 
collapsing.  
Diane: I think it’s a beautiful design but I think of 38 days, all the usual things that have to happen, 
then there is the bubble. I agree with Lucy and Indigo and Sue that we need more time to see 
what really rises from the ashes.   
Jack: It is in the why, not in the how. In defense of mystical realism – that is what we are all 
patrons to – to come in and ask why. This is the discussion that we’re having here. The how is 
because we’ve come to the conclusion that Dragons disappear because people cease to believe. 
That is why the why is so important. Why we are going to do this is what our patrons expect. We 
are something different for them, there is a mystery that they feel when they come. Our success 
is close to that. The open space, wherever we put main camp are all decisions that are more 
important than this and will cost much more than $9300. If we are minimalist with design and 
budget it is not the why – we will because our patrons want us to.  
 
Motion passes: 7-3 Chewie, Lucy, Indigo opposed  
 

Old Business 
 
Indigo moved and Sue seconded to approve minutes from the May board meeting.  
Motion passed 10-0 
 
Bear moved and Jon seconded to approve for Shane Harvey as Quartermaster checking 
account signer 



Motion passed 10-0 
 
Jon moved and Indigo seconded to reschedule the August Board meeting to Sunday 17th 
at 1:00  
Jon P: There might have been something else scheduled at that time. 
Spirit: There might have been a Path Planning evaluation meeting. 
norma: Isn’t it in the by-laws that the meetings are the first Monday of the month?  
Paxton: It was Path Planning that has scheduled an evaluation meeting at 11:00 on August 17th.   
Bear: A lot of folks build their lives around the Monday night Board meeting.  
Jon: Given the number of folks that come to the Teddy Bear Picnic and spend the night, I think 
this an excellent opportunity to give folks an opportunity to come to a Board meeting and ask 
questions and see how the Board operates. Most normally do not have the opportunity because 
they don’t live in the local area. This is why I think we should change it. I am fine with a friendly 
amendment to change it to 2:00.   
Indigo: If this were to pass I would like to see a portion of this time allocated for the membership 
to have a questions and answers time with the Board.  
Jack: It does not feel right and we’ve tried to do it before and there are not a usually a lot more 
people there. I will hold with the tradition that has Labor Day and the 4th of July are the only ones 
that get changed from the first Monday of the month. 
Motion failed 1-9, Jon in favor.  
 
Bear moved and LT seconded to donate $5000 from the Change line item to the New 
Approach Oregon.   
Bear: New Approach Oregon is the marijuana legalization ballot measure run by the money, 
interests and organization that ran the successful Colorado ballot measure. I am making a 
considered choice to throw the Fair’s weight behind this organization because I think the #1 
victim-less crime that Fair family members are wrongfully accused and convicted of is marijuana 
related crimes. It is one of the greatest acts of social justice that we can do for this state – to stop 
putting people in prison. The legal means to do this is outlined by Hilary’s statement: OCF is an 
electing section H nonprofit.  This means we can comply with the requirement that “no significant” 
part of our expenditures go to political expenses with a simple mathematical test that comes out 
to about under 5% of spending over 5 years.  We cannot support candidates, but we can support 
ballot measures. 
Ben: This does not support a sense of freedom, but supporting capitalism with the plant. They 
don’t support the private growing, rather restriction and registration by the state government.   
Spirit: I’m curious if this is it time sensitive? Can we consider it closer to the election?  
Grumpy: I think it is too much money too soon. This donation is, I assume, to get it on the ballot. 
I’d suggest we hold onto the money until we see what is on the ballot. I assume that the money is 
to pay people to get signatures. It’s an initiative. Frankly I went looking and you have to go to the 
Secretary of State’s site to see the initiatives. $1000 to both and then give more money later.  
Bear: I’m going to trial where they are trying to put a client in prison for two years. This ballot 
measure would permit adults 21 and over to purchase marijuana through liquor like outlets and to 
grow up to six plants. It is something that will pass and is run by people that are responsible and 
ethical. It would be good to give them money they can use to get on the ballot. If they don’t use it 
up they can use it to fund their campaign when they do get on the ballot. These people brought 
me in to edit their statutory language last fall. Therefore I have intimate knowledge of the ballot 
measure. In 1997 when the Fair enacted its drug policy in the face of the threats from the DA, we 
made ourselves a promise to ‘obey the law, change the law.’ We have done a very good job 
through our security and all the enforcement mechanisms to obey the law. We have really 
changed the culture of the Fair. But we have done a lamentable, half-assed job of changing the 
law. We’ve been timid and afraid to put our values as an organization in line with our values as 
individuals, which are overwhelmingly in favor of this ballot measure. I think this kind of collective 
action is something we can really take pride in.  
Jon: I’ve read all three ballot measures being proposed. The other committee has two measures; 
one amends the Oregon constitution to provide for a constitutional right for an individual to 
possess marijuana and use it. The other regulates the conditions under which one may possess 



and how it gets purchased. One of the significant differences between this measure and New 
Approach is in the amount that you can possess and grow. New Approach places a limit on it – 
personal use and possession – the other places no limit on personal use and possession. There 
is no limit on the bottles of wine I can have at my house. Personally I think there should be no 
limit on the amount of marijuana I have at my house or the number of plants I grow for personal 
use. The other measure prohibits marijuana consumption in public. The Committee on Hemp 
states public consumption is prohibited except where permitted and minors are not allowed. July 
3rd is when the petitions are due. I’ve spoken to someone with New Approaches and they have 
the money to run their campaign between now and July 3rd. They don’t need money to put them 
over the top. The more that the Fair family know about the measures the likelier there may be 
differences of opinion as to which to support. If New Approaches gets to the ballot in November, I 
am fine making a substantial contribution. I wonder if the maker of the motion will accept a 
friendly amendment to make a $1000 to each of the two committees? 
 
The more that the Fair family know about the measures there may be differences of opinion. If 
New Approaches gets to the ballot in November, I am fine making a substantial contribution. I 
wonder if the maker of the motion will accept a friendly amendment to make a $1000 to each of 
the two committees.  
Bear: I will not for the sole reason that the CRRH did the worst job running any such campaign in 
the nation’s history.  
LT: I would second that statement with personal knowledge of that organization.   
Jon moved and Kirk seconded to amend the motion to give $1000 to both committees 
pursuing marijuana legalization.   
Chris: How many signatures are required?  
Shawn: By giving $1000 to each of the organizations, does that mean in the future that they could 
not ask for more?  
Jack: No 
Shawn: Individuals should be able to choose for themselves. I’m with Bear.  
Kirk: This is a tough one. I don’t feel comfortable choosing a winner or loser. I like using the seed  
money and giving more later. We want to support this kind of an initiative and it’s a nice way to 
promote the arena of thought. 
Paxton: I prefer the amendment by supporting both of them at a limited amount.  I’m not in favor 
of contributing money to a campaign to get signatures.  
Jack: Politics and everything that I know about politics is that the last thing Oregon wants is more 
than one measure on the ballot. We might very well be divided over some esoteric reality that 
ultimately is going to come back to us having another discussion if we are going to let it happen at 
our event or not. At this point I’ve held my passions on marijuana for a long time because we 
have certain laws on the books right now.  I believe that the time for us to get into the game has 
to be now. I’d prefer it be in a substantial way with the ballot that has the legs and the history to 
win. If Colorado pulled it off, we are much more Northwestern state than Colorado, so it’d be best 
for us to choose early who the winning dog is going to be and fight. I hate to put it out there as 
politics. As important as we thought the last discussion was, this is more important for many more 
reasons for Fair family being in prison.  
Jon: I agree with Bear, but I think that choosing between these two measures at this point is 
premature. We need to hear from Fair family more and the point may be moot if only one 
measure makes the ballot. I hope sometime before I die that can go into a coffeeshop and smoke 
a joint without having to go to Amsterdam. 
LT: Jack’s political analysis is spot on, we need to pick a winner now.  
Chewie: I have concerns about the motion because of the prohibition and the state regulation. I 
agree with Jack’s perspective that now is the time. I can’t support a motion that gives he state 
more money. 
Amendment: Jon moved and Kirk seconded to amend the motion to give $1000 to both 
committees pursuing marijuana legalization.   
Motion fails: 5-5 Indigo, Bear, LT, Jack, Sue opposed 
 
Jon moved to table the original motion until August board meeting.  



Motion failed due to lack of second.  
 
Indigo: I would like to make a friendly amendment to make a lesser donation of $2000. Then 
when the motion is on the ballot that we come back with a larger donation.  
Bear: I’ll accept that.   
Jon: I never imagined I would be in a situation where I would not be voting for a motion to donate 
to a committee to legalize marijuana. It is very awkward. I cannot have this organization support 
this, at this point in time, with the limited input that we had from members and the limited time 
we’ve had to discuss the pros and cons of the various initiatives out there. I cannot bring myself 
to vote for only one rather than both. I would much rather donate to neither which was my intent 
in making the motion to table. 
 
Motion passed 8-1 opposed Lucy, abstained Jon 
 
Grumpy: Line item for Dragon is $11,800 
 

President’s Peace 
 
The why is we need to ask ourselves why there are friends of ours that we are not able to 
convince to come as paying patrons to the Fair. We are our own best advertising. I know we have 
friends out there that who don’t attend. All we need to do is ask, tell or cajole. This will help us 
immensely and in the long run it helps them also. There is new and exciting things afoot and we 
should be our own best advertisers, take the message out there to come and be part of the 
mystical realism that is the Fair.  
 

 
Draft Agenda for July Board meeting 

 
Candidate forum planning (Jack) 
Reschedule August Board meeting to Sunday after the Teddy Bear Picnic (Jon)  
Appoint Tom Barr to LUMP Committee (Paxton) 
All catered volunteer functions of OCF to provide meals with only 100% free GMO foods (Casey) 
 


